Introduction
Let L n be the general disconjugate operator with Pi>0 and ^eC^α, oo), O^ϊ'^w. Let (1) be in canonical form [10] at oo i.e., (2) With the operator (1) we associate the quasi-derivatives L 0 w,..., L n .^u defined by (3) L 0 u=^-; L r u=-^(L r . ί uY 9 1 ^ r ^ n -1.
PO Pr
We give conditions which imply that the equation Several authors [e.g. 2, 3, 5, 6, 9] have studied perturbed disconjugate equations of the simpler form (6) L π u+/(ί,L 0 u) = 0.
The more general equation (4) , in which the perturbing terms depend also on LiW,..., L W _!M have been studied in [4] , [11] and [12] . However, to the authors' knowledge, all the results previously obtained for nonlinear equations of the forms (4) or (6) are "local" near oo, in that the desired solutions are shown to exist only for t sufficiently large. Although one of our results given below is a local theorem of this kind which extends a result of Fink and Kusano [4] , our main thrust here is in the direction of global results, in which the desired solution is shown to exist on a given interval. This continues a theme -global existence of solutions of nonlinear equations with specified asymptotic properties -which has recently been developed by the authors in [7] and [8] .
Formulation of the problem
Following Willett [13] , we define the iterated integrals J 0 = 1, //ί, s; <?,.,..., tfO = ^/^)/y_ι(/l, s; and (11) lim_ZigL=cx), l^i<j<n, f->°° J'jvO and the ratios in (10) and (11) are increasing on [a, oo). For reasons which will become clear below, it is also convenient to define "_ ... (12) ί/ ίr (ί) = 1 ^ i ^ n. l// r _i-iO, α; p r ,..., /?i), i ^ r ^ n -1,
It is important to notice that (9)), and that (again because of (2)) (14) lim ^"ffi =00, 0 ^ r ^ Λ -1, 1 ^ i < m ^ n. r-*oo α; r ιr;
Because of this, there is a & > a such that
Equation (4) is related to (5) in the same way that the equation
since (4) and (5) (7)) is a given solution of (5). We give various conditions which imply that (4) has a solution ύ such that
(where we use "0" in the standard manner to indicate behavior as f-κ>o). In the simpler case (18), (19) implies that
and (21) becomes
thus the constants ft ίv .., fe m in (22) are all significant in describing the behavior of # (r > (Orgr gw -1) as ί->oo. Because of (10), (13) and (14), a similar comment applies to the general case; i.e., £>/,..., b m are all significant in describing the behavior of L r ύ (O^r^m -1) as f-»oo.
A fundamental lemma
All our results in Section 4 can be obtained by direct application of the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed theorem. However, to avoid repetition, we will use this theorem just once to prove the following fundamental lemma. Since the hypotheses of this lemma are easy to check in specific situations, we believe that it should be widely useful as a substitute for the direct application of the SchauderTychonoff theorem to problems of this kind. with y t as in (8) . Let
The following lemma will be used to prove Lemma L LEMMA 2. Suppose Q ε C[ί 0 , oo) and
J to
Then the integral (33) L,_ 2 jχί, ί 0 ;e) = Λ(f, ίo pί-Λ Q)) if i^i; PROOF. The formal verification of (32)- (35) is straightforward from (3).
To establish the absolute convergence of the integrals in (30) and (32) and to obtain the estimates (36) and (38), we employ an argument of Fink and Kusano [4] . This and (8), (12), and (39) imply that 
Therefore, (25) and the definition of F(see (41) and recall that rf ir = L r x i , O^rî -1) imply that &~υ e V. Therefore, we conclude that
To see that & is continuous on F, suppose that {t J is a sequence in F such that υ k -+v. Then |Fϋ Jk -Ft?|^2W (see (42)), so (25) and Lebesgue's domainated convergence theorem imply that 
Specific results
Our first two theorems require the following assumption. 
W(t; λ) = F(t, λL 0 x n (t),..., λL n _ Λ (t)).
It is convenient to define 
J to
The following theorem extends a result of Fink and Kusano [4] , applicable to the case where m = i. 
we can now infer the conclusion from Lemma 1, with W(t)=W(t\ λ) and M = A-α|6J.
Theorem 1 is "local near oo", in that ύ is guaranteed to exist only for t sufficiently large. The following theorems are global, in that the desired solution is guaranteed to exist on a given interval [ί 0 , oo).
THEOREM 2. In addition to Assumption A, suppose that (51)
A-χί 0 U)^y<l for some t 0^b and λ>0. Let PROOF. Suppose that $ < γ < 1. If assumption (i) holds, choose λ sufficiently large so that (51) and (54) (with given c) both hold; then Theorem 2 implies the conclusion. If (59) holds, choose λ sufficiently small so that (51) holds. Then (54) holds for sufficiently small |c| (τ^0), and again the conclusion follows. We will use the results of Section 4 to derive conditions which imply that (69) has radially symmetric solutions on Ω p which have certain prescribed types of asymptotic behavior as |x|->oo.
It is easy to see that v(x) = u(\x\) is a radially symmetric solution of (69) on Ω p if and only if u(t) is a solution of the ordinary differential equation The last two theorems are local near oo, in that they guarantee the existence of v only for large |x|. In the following theorems, it is to be understood that p is a given positive number, so the results are global. Theorems 6 and 7 are obtained by applying Corollary 2 (and Remark 1) to (70). We remind the reader that p is a given positive number.
THEOREMS. Suppose that ι^eC(0, oo), h is nondecreasing on ( -00, oo), and limy., _ ^ h(v) = -oo . 
